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Abstract: This contributionn addresses the necessity of
mentation in prroduction logisttics
ergonomic proograms implem
in Slovakia; it
i also shows the
t importancee of evaluation of
their effectiveness regardingg the costs andd benefits. Onee of
the appropriatte methods for monitoring
m
all costs and benef
efits
from ergonom
mic programs is the cost-benefit analysis.
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• staage V – evalluation of thee solution benefits (healthh
eff
ffect and cost benefit).
b

1. INTROD
DUCTION
Adaptationn of workplaace dimensionns to individdual
workers provvides opportuunity to increease their woork
effectiveness (Hatiar & Caggáňová, 2009). This can be doone
by the ergonoomic programss. The ergonom
mic programs and
a
production logistics reprresent individdual supportiing
processes of thhe company wiith specific goalls. The logisticss is
aimed at: “D
Delivering the product in thhe right quanttity,
composition, quality, and time to the required place at
minimum coosts with opttimum supply services.” The
T
ergonomics is
i aimed at thhe efficiency of human woork
through,” ensuuring the humaan health, i.e. also their physiccal,
mental and soocial satisfaction of people together
t
with cost
c
benefits.
The intercconnection of these
t
partial taargets may leadd to
the penetrationn of individual areas as well as
a to opportunitties
to meet the cuustomer requireements for suppplies and services
on required leevel while takiing care of hum
man health in all
necessary maiin and supportting processes being realizedd to
meet these cuustomer needs.. Individual gooals will be thhus
interconnectedd and harmonizzed achieving so
s satisfaction for
both the custom
mer and the staaff and finally for
fo the companyy.

2. ERGONOMICS IN PRODUCTIO
P
ON
LOGIST
TICS
The role of
o ergonomics as a supportinng process in the
logistics wouldd be to perform
m duties associaated with checkiing
impact of woork, means of work equipm
ment and workiing
environment on employees' health and thhereafter perfoorm
activities by properly
p
defineed measures to prevent negattive
impact on woork performance of employees. This should be
done through ergonomic
e
soluutions.
To apply ergonomic knnowledge and principles in the
production loggistic it is possibble to use an errgonomic progrram
based on partiicipatory ergonnomics principlees as a supporttive
tool. This proocess usually inncludes a five stages cycle with
w
following conttents (Cook et al.,
a 2000):

• stage I – identificationn of problemss in the systeem,
which is subject to investigation,
• stage II – analysis of the probleem reasons and
a
definitionn of their soluttion,
• stage III – problem solution proposaal,
• stage IV – implementtation of the soolution,

Fig. 1. Ergonomic proocess
Th
he workers in production
p
logisstics may be ex
xposed to a riskk
factor in terms off ergonomics which affectts their workk
perform
mance and thuss the efficiencyy of companies and the qualityy
of man
nufactured prodducts.
In production logistics
l
the area can be which offerss
opporttunities for the
t
applicationn of ergonom
mic principless
as outllined in the following table.
Production logistics
•
•
•
•
•

ap
pplication of decision
processes in produuction
th
he planning and managing
m
of
production and
manufacturing
m
stoocks,
optimization of baatches size,
reeduction of produuction
ru
unning times,
trransport, storage and
manipulation
m
in prroduction.

T
The area for the applying of
ergonomics principles
• minimizing thee static load of
musculoskelettal system,
• the choice of appropriate
a
type and locatiion of knops
and dials,
• the choice of appropriate
a
level of mechaanization and
automation,
• reducing carry
ying weight of
loads on manu
ual handling,
• the choice of appropriate
a
handling units (containers,
pallets, cars),
• minimizing thee monotony of
work.

Tab. 1. The scope forr the applicationn of ergonomicss principles in
uction logistics
produ
he afore-mentioned areas caan be examin
ned within thee
Th
analyssis which is a paart of the ergonnomic program. In present, thee
applicaation and impleementation of eergonomic prog
grams is not thee
matterr of course in Slovakia.
S
Ergoonomics is maainly applied inn
compaanies with foreiign capital partticipation. The following tab..
1&2 describe
d
the ressults of ergonoomic analysis of
o the selectedd
compaany showing thhe need of thhe ergonomics application inn
producction logistics. In ergonom
mic analysis th
he impact onn
muscu
uloskeletal systeem disorders off the employeess was observed..
Next aspect is to review the work environmeent factors onn
uloskeletal disorrders of employyees.
muscu

Tab. 2. The percentage occurence of the MSDs by the
employees and the percentage of doctor´s visit beause MSDs
by the employees in the selected company

recommended procedure in the processing by CBA is as follows
(Sieber, 2004):
• define the nature of the project,
• specify the structure of beneficiaries,
• describe the differences between the investment and zero
option,
• determine and quantify all relevant costs and benefits for all
life phases of the project,
• set apart supplementary ‘invaluable’ costs and benefits and
their verbal description,
• transfer ‘valuable’ costs and benefits to cash flows,
• determine a discount rate,
• calculate criteria,
• carry out an analysis of sensitivity,
• judge the project on the basis of calculated criteria,
invaluable effects and a sensitivity analysis,
• decide about the plausibility and funding of an investment.
4. CONCLUSION

Tab.3. The importance of the working conditions on the
incidence musculoskeletal disorders in the selected company

3. THE EVALUATION OF ERGONOMICS
EFFICIENCY IN PRODUCTION LOGISTICS
The efficiency of ergonomic program and accepted
ergonomic measures can be expressed by health improvement
of health and psychological comfort of employees, as well as
by economic benefits achieved through cost benefit analysis.
We cannot focus on the ergonomic program as a financial
investment, but it is necessary to consider all invaluable costs
and benefits. The cost benefit analysis is therefore
appropriate method for evaluation of ergonomic programs
(CBA).
The task of CBA is to evaluate if there are certain
benefits or losses following the measures proposed and what
extent; CBA will compare the costs and find out the effect the
cost has brought. CBA analyses not only positive effects that
can be brought by the implementation of measures but also
the negative ones. The disadvantage of CBA is the fact that it
cannot include the impacts without quantitative or monetary
data; in that case only the qualitative expression of benefits is
possible. CBA does not answer the question of an optimum
level of ‘the benefit’ is. Its result should only help in the
decision making process (Drdúlová, 2008). One of the CBA
method advantages in compare with other attempts of public
project evaluation is the fact that it is a systematic procedure
which can be successfully utilized for any project (Sieber,
2004).
The order of the basic steps of CBA processing is not
absolutely strict as well as their definitions. Nevertheless, the
stages of CBA follow each other in a logical sequence, and
their random reshuffle could lead to not good results and
could complicate the achieving of valid results. This
procedure is considered as one of the possible procedures,
however, none of the following steps should be skipped. The

Human and especially workers may be taken as one of the
limiting factors in production logistics. Therefore, it is necessary
to prepare such appropriate work conditions that the worker is
able to perform his/her work while minimizing the effects of risk
factors. The elimination of risk factors effects should be achieved
through the implementation of ergonomic programs. Cost-Benefit
Analysis is a suitable method for evaluating the ergonomic
programs efficiency as not profitable projects.
The goal of ergonomic programs implementation into the area
of production logistics is:
• propose appropriate work conditions with minimizing
influence of risk factors,
• evaluating of effectiveness of accepted measures through
CBA.
Implementation of ergonomic program should help for rising of
company competitiveness; to faster adaptation for market changes
and better functioning of logistic processes in company.
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